ABSTRACT Defect detection on solid wood surface has two main problems: (1) the real-time performance of the available methods are poor despite good detection accuracy, and (2) the defect extraction process is complicated. Here, we propose a mixed, fully convolutional neural network (Mix-FCN) to detect the location of wood defects and classify the types of defects from the wood surface images automatically. The images were collected first by a data acquisition device developed in our laboratory. We then employed TensorFlow and Python language to construct a VGG16 model. We used two kinds of datasets (dataset1 and dataset2) to maximize the limited, collected data and enable the Mix-FCN to converge rapidly during training. The weights of the filters in front of the Mix-FCN during training were initialized from the trained VGG16 model. The weights of the VGG16 net were learned by dataset1. Our model was trained, validated, and tested by dataset 2. Overall classification accuracy (OCA), pixel accuracy (PA), mean intersection over union, detection rate, missing alarm, false alarm rate, and precision were used to evaluate the network, and the performance was good based on the seven evaluation indicators. We achieved 99.14% OCA and 91.31% PA, and a batch of 50 images required only 0.368 s of detection time. Our proposed method has better accuracy and less detection time compared to the previous methods of wood detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
The location and identification of wood defects have the potential to reduce effectively the consumption of limited forest resource and improve the automation level of the wood processing industry. In defect location, a multi-scale edge detection method based on dyadic wavelet transform was proposed by Yang et al. [1] . Qiu et al. applied multi-channel Gabor filters and K-means clustering to detect the location and shape of wood defects [2] . However, detecting the location of defects in practical applications was not enough, making it necessary to classify the types of wood defects. Wood defects have various configurations. The six types of common wood defects include knot (dead knot and live knot), mildew (blue stain and brown stain), hole, crack, pitch streak, The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Weiping Ding. and other defects. Different wood defects also have different processing standards.
Much research has been done using feature-based classification methods, and many efforts have been applied to the accurate and quick detection of wood defects. The common ways to detect and classify wood defects employ digital image processing techniques, artificial neural networks, support vector machine (SVM), and other methods. Ruz et al. proposed a fuzzy min-max neural network for image segmentation (FMMIS) and SVM classifier was used to classify various wood defects, which achieved 91% accuracy [3] . A tree-structure SVM was proposed by Gu et al. , which was applied to identify different knots, in which the best classification rate was 96.5% [4] . The SVM classifier could produce good performance for small samples, but not for large samples. Zhang et al. proposed a method for the identification of some wood defects (dead knot, live knot, and crack) based on the principal component analysis (PCA) and compressed sensing based, self-organizing feature map (SOM) neural network [5] . The best classification rate was 92%. This method was one of the unsupervised clustering methods. Compared to traditional clustering methods, such as k-means, SOM is less affected by network weights initialization and noise data. However, high identification accuracy of the SOM classifier was difficult to achieve. Chang et al. used convex optimization (CO) of different weights of defects as a pretreatment method for smoothing, and the Otsu segmentation method to segment wood defect images. Then, they extracted the geometric and intensity features of wood defects, and finally used regression tree (CART) classifier to classify various wood defects, in which the average recognition accuracy was 94.1% [6] .
The aforementioned methods need to extract multiple features, leading some researchers to focus on the research feature fusion of wood defect. Li et al. studied the application of the weighted average scheme, PCA scheme, wavelet transform scheme, and Laplacian pyramid scheme to image feature fusion [7] . Wu and Ye applied affinity propagation clustering to detect wood defect [8] . They also decreased wood defect features by auto-adjusting the sliding window lattice, with the average recognition accuracy of 87.68%, and the average identification time around 2.44s. Li et al. obtained 20 key wood defect features from 40 features using particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, in which the recognition rate of the live knot, dead knot, pinhole, and crack were 93.3%, 86.7%, 100%, and 93.3% [9] , respectively. Packianather et al. proposed a novel wrapper-based feature selection approach to reduce the number of features of the wood defect; compared with the original features, the accuracy of the simplified features did not decrease [10] .
In summary, the process of normal wood defect detection locates defects by using digital image processing technologies and extracting the wood defects features. Defects are then classified and identified. These methods could identify wood defects, however, they suffer from three deficiencies. First, the detection and recognition of wood defects were carried out in two steps, which slows down the actual detection speed. Second, the results of wood defect detection depends on the use of image segmentation technology. Third, these learning based recognition methods depend on a priori extraction of wood features. However, these image segmentation and feature extraction processes are usually difficult and complex, particularly for wood products, because each piece of wood has a unique appearance and may have multiple types of defects. Therefore, to solve these problems, an improved, fully convolutional network was proposed in this paper to detect and recognize wood defects, which outperforms the existing methods without significant requirement of image preprocessing and feature extraction.
II. MATERIALS A. DATA ACQUISITION EQUIPMENT
For data acquisition, we developed a set of mechanical assembly to carry a set of scanning equipment (Linea LA-GC-02K05B) ( Table 1 ) containing two cameras. The two cameras are installed at the top and bottom of the intermediate frame (Fig. 1) . The cameras start the scanning process automatically when the wood was transported to the scanning position by the production line. They will stand by after the wood had been scanned. Hence, our device could collect surface pictures of the entire piece of wood in a single run (Fig.2) . The size of each picture is 2048 × 18000 pixels.
B. DATA AUGMENTATION AND DATASET
Training or evaluating the performance of an algorithm requires the appropriate datasets. We prepared 600 pieces of red pines (300) and camphor pines (300) that served as the experimental samples, so we can eventually obtained 1200 original pictures from the data acquisition device. To maximize the collected data, we used different processing methods for the original pictures to obtain two different types of datasets (dataset 1 and dataset 2), training VGG16 net with dataset 1, and mixed, fully convolutional neural network (Mix-FCN) with dataset 2.
1) DATASET 1
We obtained wood defect images from 1200 original pictures (300 red pines and 300 camphor pines) and divided them into six categories of dead knot, live knot, blue stain, crack, brown stain, and pitch streak (Fig. 3) .
Deep learning requires massive data, expanding the data through multiple methods was necessary due to the insufficiency of the data collected [11] , [12] . After data initialization, we added new images by rotating the images 90 • , 180 • , and 270 • , mirroring each image along two diagonals, horizontal and vertical mirroring of each image, changing image brightness, contrast, saturation or hue, adding Gaussian noise, salt and pepper noise to images, or transforming polar coordinates. The adjustments made to the transforming polar coordinates are reflected in (1) and (2) [13] . The polar coordinate transformation is used to deform an image and obtain its different defect shapes.
(1) where M × N -image size; u -variable; θ u -degree; vvariable; (x , y )-new coordinate point. Partially converted images are shown in Fig. 3 . After expanding the data using the above methods, we obtained a total of 117091 images, including 83191 images in the training dataset, 11300 images in the validation dataset, and 22600 images in the test dataset. The distribution of various defective image datasets is shown in Table 2 .
2) DATASET 2
The black background from the original image collected by the device was removed and data-processed, and the resultant defective images were added to dataset 2 (Fig. 4) . Each defect image in dataset 2 was likely to contain one or more different defects, and each one had a corresponding label image [14] , [15] . We obtained 3227 defect images and corresponding label images. From this images, a total of 2259 pairs of images (70%) were used for training, 323 pairs of images (10%) were used for verification, and 645 pairs of images (20%) were used for testing. For the experimental analysis, we mixed the normal surface images and the corresponding label images into dataset2. The training dataset of dataset2 contained 2659 pairs of images, while the verification dataset of dataset2 contained 383 pairs of images, and the test dataset of dataset2 contained 765 pairs of images.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
The training of deep, neural network model depends on the amount of data and one of the most important characteristics of network evaluation is the generalization performance of the network. However, over-fitting is a common problem in improving generalization performance. In addition to using data augmentation to increase the number of the dataset, we also used dropout regularization and L2 regularization to avoid over-fitting effectively [16] , [17] .
Dropout regularization randomly drops units and their connections from the neural network during training [18] , which balances the number of data and model parameters. In our network, dropout operations were performed on the last three convolution layers during training, but not during validation and testing.
L2 regularization limits the capacity of models by adding a norm penalty parameter R(w) to the objective function J (θ). It can be expressed as [19] , [20] 
where R(w)-norm penalty parameter; J (θ ) -objective function;Ĵ (θ)-regularized objective function; w i -weights; λ -A hyper-parameter that weighs the relative contribution of the norm penalty term relative to the standard objective function.
2) UPSAMPLING
As we need to predict the original image size, and the convolution layers and the pooling layers tend to reduce the image size, we need to restore the original image size by upsampling method [21] , [22] . Deconvolution acts as an upsampling role in our network and is computed using (4) [23] , [24] ,
where d-output feature maps; a-input feature maps; l-the channels of output feature maps; i, j -pixel coordinates; k-the channels of input feature maps; w-weights; b-bias.
3) LOSS FUNCTION
To update w and b, we used cross entropy as a loss function during training. The cross entropy for the distributions p and q over a given dataset is defined as follows [25] :
where H -cross entropy; p-right answer; q-predicted value; x-input. The update of the weights and bias is affected by error. Thus, when the error is large enough, the weight update times are fast. Likewise, when the error is small, the update of the weights and bias is slow [26] , [27] . In our network, instead of predicting the whole picture, we calculate the average crossentropy loss of all pixels as the loss of our network.
4) ARCHITECTURE
The Mix-FCN is a deep, fully convolutional neural network (Fig. 5) , which is trained to classify pixels for a given image in an end-to-end manner. The main features of the proposed architecture are described as follows. The network takes RGB images of random size as input. This input layer is followed by a series of convolutional blocks (a, b, c, d , e, f, and g) and an upsampling block (h). The front part of this network is similar to the VGG16 net, the first two convolutional blocks (a,b) contain two convolutional layers each, and the next two blocks(c, d) have three convolutional layers each. Then, block e is followed by two convolutional layers. Among these five blocks, only block e does not contain a max-pooling layer following the convolutional layers. Each convolutional filter in these four convolutional blocks has a kernel size of 3×3 and stride of 1, and each max-pooling filter in these four convolutional blocks has a kernel size of 2×2 and stride of 2. The most important role of introducing max-pooling layer is to reduce model parameters and over-fitting while preserving the important activations. With the increase of network depth, richer semantic representation and more features could be obtained, which require a larger depth of the network. This structure allows for a larger network depth without increasing memory and the number of parameters.
It is easy to capture multi-features when semantics are considered from multiple scales. Inspired by the success of Inception V3 net, we used two inception convolutional modules (in block f) to capture the multi-scale semantic structure. The structure of inception module is shown in Fig.6 . In the proposed inception module, we used three kinds of convolutional layers with kernel sizes of 1×1, 3×3, and 5×5. To capture more scale information, the input feature maps were processed by using filters of multiple sizes, and the 1×1 convolution layer is another function to reduce the number of channels from the previous layer. Additionally, a max-pooling layer with kernel size of 3×3 and stride of 1 in the inception module was added to bring in local invariance. Then, in the block f of our network, we used a max-pooling layer after these two inception modules to bring down the number of model parameters. Its kernel size is 2×2 and stride is 2. From block a to block f, the number of channels in the block output gradually increase from 64, 128, 256, 512, 512, up to 512.
Then, the output from the max-pooling of block f is fed to the first layer of block g, which contains a convolutional layer with a filter size of 8×8, and two convolutional layers with a filter size of 1×1. The layers have 4096, 4096, and 7 channels. The output of the last layer in block g is taken as the wood defect classification and location prediction map. Additionally, each convolutional layer in our network is followed by ReLU activation to introduce nonlinearity. For the images after the convolutional layers and the pooling layer, their sizes are relatively small, and their resolutions are relatively low. Hence, three upsampling layers in block h are used to enlarge the predicted map to the original input image size, and improve the output image resolution. The upsampling layers have 512, 256, and 7 channels, respectively. The first upsampling layer has a kernel size of 4×4 in stride 2, with the upsampling result summed with pool4 to derive the output of this upsampling layer. The second upsampling layer has a kernel size of 4×4 in stride 2, with the upsampling result summed with pool3 to obtain the output of the upsampling layer. The third upsampling layer has a kernel size of 16×16 in stride 8, and the upsampling result is the output of this upsampling layer. The softmax layer follows block h.
Finally, we use the transfer learning in our approach to maximize the collected data and avoid overfitting as much as possible [28] - [30] . The weights of the filters in the five convolution blocks (a-e) of Mix-FCN during training are initialized from the trained VGG16 model. The weights of the VGG16 net are learned after training thousands of wood defect images from dataset 1 ( Table 2) . Initializing the weights from a network, particularly the network trained on a similar dataset but with more data, is important in effective and stable learning.
B. TRAINING
We applied dataset 2 to train the proposed Mix-FCN net and used the validation dataset of dataset 2 to validate and evaluate training effectiveness to improve the hyperparameters. The original hyperparameters and improved hyperparameters in training are shown in Table 3 . Changing the basic learning rate or dropout value will affect the recognition accuracy and convergence speed of the network. Table 4 lists the relationship between network recognition accuracy and dropout value. The curve of loss and accuracy with a training step using improved hyperparametric are shown in Fig.7 . Obviously, the network converged very quickly. In the process of training, the training time of each batch took 0.678 seconds. The loss value decreased from 1.97028 to 2.54471 × 10-6, and the accuracy increased from 17.67% to 100%. Table 5 lists the hardware and software parameters of the machine. All experiments were carried out in this environment.
IV. RESULTS
We tested the trained Mix-FCN model with the testing dataset from dataset 2, which contained 765 images and corresponding label images. A total of 1164 wood defects were included in the pictures (328 dead knots, 296 live knots, 134 blue stains, 107 brown stains, 123 pitch streaks, and 176 cracks). The results of the proposed method applied to the test images are shown in Fig. 8 . The positioning effect when using three upsampling layers was much better than using only one or two upsampling layers. As shown in Table 6 , using different upsampling layers did not changed the value of overall classification accuracy (OCA). The pixel accuracy (PA) and the mean intersection over union (MIU) value of the three upsampling layers were higher than those of one or two upsampling layers. In addition, the value of PA and MIU will not improve when using four or more upsampling layers. Therefore, we applied three upsampling layers in our network. During the testing process of the 328 dead knots, 324 knots were correctly identified, and 4 knots were identified incorrectly as live knots. Of the 296 live knots, 292 knots were identified correctly, 3 knots were incorrectly considered dead knots, and 1 knot was undetected. A total of 134 blue stain defects (1) layer, output2: the output of upsampling (2) layer, output3: the output of upsampling (3) layer. In the output images: black means background, yellow means hole, green means live knot, red means dead knot, and blue means blue stain. were correctly identified, and only 1 defect was undetected. A total of 107 brown stains and 123 pitch streaks were correctly identified. A total of 176 cracks were correctly identified, and only 1 crack was erroneously considered pitch streak. The results are shown in Table 7 . Finally, we obtained 99.14% OCA and 91.31% PA in the test. In addition to OCA and PA, we also applied detection rate (DR), missing alarm (MA), false alarm rate (FAR), and precision (P) to evaluate the classification of the network, and MIU was used to evaluate the segmentation of this network. Table 8 lists the values of the seven evaluation indicators of the Mix-FCN net. The proposed approach performed effectively in all the evaluation indicators.
The network segmentation evaluation indices are defined as [22] , [31] : where PA-pixel accuracy; MIU-mean intersection over union;k-number of pixel types; P ii -class i pixel that was predicted to be class i; P ij -class i pixel that was predicted to be class j; P ji -class j pixel that was predicted to be class i.
The network classification evaluation indices are:
where OCA -overall classification accuracy; DR i -class i detecting rate; MA i -class i missing alarm; FAR i -class i false alarm rate; P i -class i precision; k-Number of defects; T ii -class i was predicted to be class i; T ij -class i was predicted to be class j; B i -class i was predicted to be background. When the two inception blocks of the Mix-FCN were replaced by a 3 × 3 convolutional layer, we compared the test results of the Mix-FCN and this updated model. The comparative results (Table 7) show that the misclassification number of live knots and dead knots by the updated model is higher than that by the original Mix-FCN. According to the evaluation index values of the network (Table 8) , the classification precision of dead knots and live knots of the model is 1.5% lower than that of Mix-FCN. Moreover, the OCA, PA, and MIU values are slightly lower, and detection times are in a similar range, for the updated model compared to the Mix-FCN. Therefore, inception blocks need to be applied to the Mix-FCN to improve the classification of dead knots and live knots. The classification precision of dead knots and live knots is obviously higher than that of SegNet and FCN, and the OCA value is slightly higher than the two models too. From other evaluation indicators, the inference time of FCN is similar to that of Mix-FCN, but the value of PA and MIU is lower than that of Mix-FCN. Although SegNet, has higher PA and MIU than Mix-FCN, its inference time is more than twice that of MIX-FCN. In summary, the real-time demand of wood defect detection, and the precision of dead knot and live knot classification of each network need to be considered. Here, Mix-FCN is the most suitable method for several networks, and it can meet the actual requirements of segmentation and detection precision of wood detection. Otherwise, compared to the FCN, our approach has been improved in three aspects as follows: firstly, we use the inception blocks in the basic convolution network to increase the classification accuracy of dead knots and live knots; secondly, we apply the upsampling layers to mixture multiscale features from different stages to improve segmentation; at last, we employ transfer learning to maximize the collected data and reduce training time. Table 9 shows the comparison between our proposed approach and the other methods. First, compared to the previous wood surface defect detection methods, the classification accuracy of our proposed method is 99.14%, which is the highest among all methods. Second, our method can detect more kinds of defects, including the most common defects of solid wood. Third, our method is faster than other methods when same-sized RGB images (256 × 256 pixels) are processed, and it also has better real-time performance. Finally, our method has the advantage of overcoming the size limit of input images, and the sizes of the output images are the same as the sizes of the input images.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The results showed the proposed method has excellent performance on wood defect recognition. It has high recognition accuracy and good real-time performance. When identifying six types of wood defects, the Mix-FCN can achieve a high identification accuracy of 99.14%. With this proposed method, we achieve a significant improvement on surface defect detection of solid wood. Wood defect detection often needs several steps to complete (detecting defect location by digital image processing technologies, and then extracting defect features to classifier for defect classification). However, our approach can locate and identify wood defects in one, single step, which simplifies the detection process considerably. Our method overcomes several shortcomings of the existing wood detection methods. The experimental results show our method can detect more kinds of defects compared with other methods of wood defect detection. The detection process is much simpler and does not need significant image preprocessing and feature extraction effort. Moreover, our method has better real-time performance with high identification accuracy.
In future research, we will identify more types of wood defects, and study how to make the most visible layout of detection results. In addition, to enable wood processing producers to make quick and reasonable judgments on wood defects information, the trained model can be combined with automated production equipment in an integrated manner. CHENGYI XU is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in mechanical engineering with Nanjing Forestry University, Nanjing, China. His research interests include wood detection and machine vision.
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